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What Does “The Commons” Mean? 

 
n October 2019, faculty, directors, students, and alumnae/i 
of graduate liberal studies programs will come together for 
the annual AGLSP national conference to discuss various 

meanings and experiences of “The Commons.” To appropriately 
set the stage for an exploration of “common ground in uncommon 
times,” we asked the following question: “In an age of 
fragmentation, polarization, and rising incivility, how might we 
think not just about what divides us, but also about what can bring 
us together—across disciplines, cultures, and communities?” Re-
posing this question now, two weeks before the conference begins, 
it would be misguided to attempt any kind of definitive answer 
here (thought it might save someone the travel expense to get to 
the District). Then again, in the spirit of essaying as a means to 
reveal the complicated meanings of questions and to explore 
possible answers, a preliminary discussion of “The Commons” may 
be productive as a way to catalyze the important work of the 
conference and beyond.  

 
* * * 

 
Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval begin their recent text 

Common by proclaiming that “[t]he future looks bleak.”1 Variations 
of this contention echo from all corners of our current political and 
social world; though perhaps in differing contexts for differing 
reasons, all seem to be in agreement over this characterization of 
our current predicament. There also appears to be similar 
agreement in the contention that some kind of unified (or 

                                                
1 Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval, Common: On Revolution in the 21st 

Century, trans. Matthew MacLellan (London: Bloomsbury, 2019). For a 
review of Common, see p. 197 of the present issue of Confluence. 
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unifying) effort will be required to alter the bleakness in which we 
find ourselves and avert the greater disaster(s) toward which we 
appear to be headed. But what could serve to unify the disparate 
conditions, values, and experiences that define American life in the 
present moment? What might such a unification look like? These 
kinds of questions may (perhaps should) lead to the kinds of 
questions which may guide our proposed efforts toward defining 
“The Commons.” 

 
Does “The Commons” refer to shared spaces, shared values, shared 
histories, shared goals? 
Perhaps one of the most prominent and damaging bleaknesses of our 
current political and social situation is the profound degree to which 
we find ourselves divided. In almost any political or social arena, it is 
not difficult to find at least two (though often more) positions, cast as 
truths, standing in extreme opposition to each other. Such diverse 
questions as how to make healthcare accessible and affordable, who 
can enter and remain in the United States, who can be allowed to 
marry, and to what extent individuals can autonomously rule their own 
bodies and personal lives yield no single, clear solutions; everything is 
divisive. In a similar fashion, given the diversity of race, origin, gender 
identification (or non-identification), education, and wealth that 
define the spectrum of American experience, what can be identified as 
a common history or experience in which all Americans share? These 
are not simple questions to answer—or are they? At a very basic level, 
we all share the same space, we all share a capacity to suffer and to die, 
we all have experienced some sense of ‘family’ and ‘home,’ and we all 
long to feel that our experiences matter and that we belong. Can an 
overarching conception of “The Commons” begin with these basic 
commonalities? 

  
Does “The Commons” refer to equality in access to natural and societal 
resources? 
American culture has been, from the beginning more than 500 
years ago, a story of, and ultimately a product of, displacement. 
Early European explorers and settlers in America displaced the 
indigenous peoples in order to appropriate their land and 
resources; huge portions of the American economy and 
infrastructure are a product of centuries of enslaved or incarcerated 
people, many of whom were displaced from their homes for the 
sole purpose of being brought here to build ‘America’; through 
centuries of immigration right up to the present moment, more 
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and more of our country’s population is constituted by the influx of 
displaced persons fleeing violence, oppression, and marginalization 
or just looking for a better life. Given this history, how can rights 
of access be fairly determined? Who owns what, and who deserves 
what? Perhaps, as Dardot and Laval argue in Common, the 
foundational notions of property and ownership are part of the 
problem, and a new manner of understanding shared goods and 
property as that which cannot be appropriated may point the way 
toward a new understanding of common access to, and common 
living with, shared resources. 

 
Does “The Commons” refer to a particular form of political/social 
engagement or set of normative expectations? 
Given the aforementioned and seemingly inexhaustible range of 
history, experience, and values held by individuals in our current 
cultural setting, it would be shamefully foolish to expect that all 
will behave in a unified, consistent way while both expecting and 
accepting identical behavior from others. Even if this were 
possible, the resulting social and political culture would be one of 
conformity and unimaginativeness (at best). Rather than set 
ourselves to the misguided task of establishing common social and 
political ends, perhaps what is called for is a new way of pursuing 
social and political ends, grounded in a shared understanding of 
what it means to be a human being within American political and 
social culture. If, for example, social/political engagement has as its 
goal the realization and preservation of human dignity (seemingly 
an easy goal to rally about), then the methods used to achieve that 
goal must, at all times, serve that end; otherwise, the project at 
hand—immediately and necessarily—undermines itself. 

 
These are, of course, merely a few possible questions that can 

be asked as a way of shaping a dialogue regarding the meaning of 
“The Commons.” Certainly there are many possible others, with 
perhaps even more complex considerations than those few I have 
mentioned here. With such a range and depth of possible ways of 
engaging the question of the possible meaning(s) of “The 
Commons,” it should be clear that any single, clear meaning will 
be difficult to attain. Of course, even if a clear, definitive, agreed-
upon answer were possible, a myriad of additional questions 
remain: For whom is “The Commons” intended? How is “The 
Commons” to be achieved and maintained? What are the 
challenges/threats to achieving and maintaining “The Commons”? 
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Why is “The Commons” a good in itself? Under what conditions 
can/should an understanding of “The Commons” be altered or 
abandoned? Although the right way to engage and answer these 
questions may be difficult to discern, the urgency with which these 
questions must be engaged should be clear. 

 
* * * 

 
On October 26, 1965, James Baldwin met William Buckley in 

the debate forum at the Cambridge Union, Cambridge University. 
The proposition that guided the debates was as follow: The American 
Dream has been achieved at the expense of the American Negro. Anyone 
who has watched this debate will know the victor2; yet what is so 
profound and instructional about Baldwin’s statement is his ability to 
suggest a way forward. The truth of the guiding proposition is 
essentially taken for granted by Baldwin—of course the American 
Dream has been achieved at the expense of the American Negro. 
This fact is painfully obvious to anyone who has the open eyes and 
open mind to examine the facts of American history. Working from 
this proposition as a foundational truth, Baldwin is able to posit a 
manner in which, despite such clear inequalities in the structure of 
American social and political culture, a reconciliation of the races and a 
unified society may be possible. Yet for this reconciliation and 
unification to be achieved, Baldwin notes that all concerned must 
work in tandem, equally and earnestly, in an explicit 
acknowledgment of their common place in the culture:  

Until the moment comes when we, the 
Americans, are able to accept the fact that my 
ancestors are both black and white, that on that 
continent we are trying to forge a new identity, 
that we need each other…—until this moment 
comes there is scarcely any hope for the 
American dream. If the people are denied 
participation in it, by their very presence they 

                                                
2 When the vote tally is announced at the conclusion of the debate 

(544–164, in favor of Baldwin), the outcome is a fait accompli. The 
interested reader can also find Baldwin’s complete remarks anthologized in 
The Price of the Ticket, the 1985 volume of his nonfiction writing. Even 
without Buckley’s remarks present in the published account, it is difficult 
to imagine any line of argument that could effectively prevail over 
Baldwin’s reasoning and rhetorical skills. 
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will wreak it. And if that happens it is a very 
grave moment for the West.3 

The manner in which this reconciliation and unification may occur 
is unclear, yet the urgency of seeking a common path toward its 
realization cannot be ignored—if we cannot identify and achieve a 
common way of being, together, then our political and social culture 
will become untenable.  

 
* * * 

 
Those of you who follow the Journal’s Twitter account4 know 

that my son and I recently completed a trip through Alabama, 
wherein we visited major U.S. Civil Rights Trail sites in 
Birmingham, Montgomery, and Selma. This was a tremendously 
moving and informative and heart-breaking experience for both of 
us for a multitude of reasons, yet one thing that stood out in nearly 
every place we visited was the way in which the place engaged us. 
Just one example: a scorching Sunday afternoon was turning to 

                                                
3 James Baldwin, “The American Dream and the American Negro,” in 

The Price of the Ticket: Collected Nonfiction, 1948–1985 (New York: St. 
Martin’s, 1985), 407. 

4 twitter.com/ConfluenceJrnl – search #ConfluenceOnTheCivilRightsTrail 

Kelly Ingram Park, Birmingham, Alabama. Photo by the Editor. 
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evening when we left the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute and 
crossed 16th Street (yes, that 16th Street) to visit Kelly Ingram 
Park. The park itself is incredible—the grounds and the 
monuments tells powerful stories to supplement the extensive 
exhibits in the BCRI. But, at least on this particular day, the 
stories that the park itself wanted to share with us were 
supplemented by stories from various people who we met inside 
the park. People who live in Birmingham, who know its history, 
and who in some cases had experienced its history firsthand. A 
man named Anthony told us with pride and happiness about his 
hero, Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth, a Birmingham pastor who 
worked tirelessly in the Civil Rights struggle despite his church 
being bombed on three separate occasions. When Anthony told us 
of how President Obama acknowledged Shuttlesworth for his role 
in helping to pave the way for his first inauguration in 2009, proud 
tears came into his eyes. In this moment, Anthony shared in the 
work that Rev. Shuttlesworth, and so many others in Birmingham, 
had undertaken; in that moment, we shared in Anthony’s pride 
and in his relation to the place and its history. Writing about our 
experiences, my 12-year-old son noted the following: 

Going on a trip like this is important, not only 
because you can learn a lot about history, or 
because you can connect with people, but 
because you can find things out about yourself 
that you never knew. This trip really brings out 
the brightest, kindest sides of people, and teaches 
them who they can be and how they can make a 
difference, because no matter what gender, race, 
sexuality, or religion you are, you can make the 
world a better place for everyone in it. 

None of this could have occurred without openness—our own 
openness to learn and to experience, the openness of the place to us, 
and the openness of people like Anthony to share and to connect 
with us. Although this kind of radical and reciprocal openness may 
not be the only way toward elucidating and realizing what “The 
Commons” might mean, to us it seems like one hell of a start. 

 
Thank you for reading, for thinking, and for taking up the 

dialogue. Contact me any time: Editor@confluence-aglsp.org. 
Hope to see you in DC! 

 


